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Introduction.
Two nonempty subsets of a topological space are said to be separated if neither intersects the closure of the other. A set is connected if it is not the union of two separated sets. A connected set I is indecomposable if it is not the union of two connected sets, neither of which is dense in I.
In [l] , Swingle raised the following question: does there exist, in the plane, an indecomposable connected set I, such that the set IVJ {p\ fails to be indecomposable for some limit point p of I? The purpose of this paper is to prove that the answer is negative. It is interesting to note that the plane plays an essential role here as the embedding space: if the plane is replaced by Euclidean 3-space in Swingle's question, the answer turns out to be affirmative.
The construction of such an example is rather complicated, and is not included in this paper. Notation. A component of a set is a maximal connected subset. If X and Y are sets, X-Y denotes the set of all elements of X which are not elements of Y (whether Y is a subset of X or not).
The boundary of a set X will be denoted by dX, and X will denote the closure of X.
Theorem.
Suppose I is an indecomposable connected subset of the plane and p is a limit point of I. Then 7U {p} is also an indecomposable connected set.
Proof.
We will begin with three rather basic and fairly evident lemmas. Then we will prove Lemma 4, whose purpose may at first glance be obscure to the reader. The proof of Lemma 4 depends on the fact that if there are three arcs in the plane which do not contain the point p and which have only their end-points in common, then one of these arcs is separated from p in the plane by the union of the other two. Then, assuming that the theorem is false, Steps 1 and 2 of the proof will describe the construction of some rather complicated sets. In Step 3, a set J will be defined and, using Lemma 4, it will be proved that J^O. In Step 4, an argument analogous to the proof of Lemma 4 will prove that J = 0, and this contradiction implies the theorem.
Suppose X is a set in the plane. We will say that X has property X if neither X nor I -X is dense in I. We will use diX to denote the boundary of X with respect to I; that is, dtX = ir\Ar\B where A =IC\X and B=I -X. It should be noticed that, since / is connected, if A ^0 and B^O, then diX^O. Lemma 1. If a set E is a subset of I having property X, then E is not connected.
Proof. Assume E is connected. Since E has property X and / is indecomposable, I -E cannot be connected. So I -E is the union of two separated sets Ai and A2. If E\JAi were the union of two separated sets Bi and B2 with -82£-<4i, then the sets B2 and BX\JA2 would be separated; but I = BiOB2VJA2, and / is connected. This contradiction shows that E'UAi is connected. Similarly £U^42 is connected. Since Ai and A2 are open with respect to /, neither EVJAi or EKJA2 is dense in /. Since / is indecomposable this is impossible and our lemma is proved. Lemma 1. If X has property X, there are disjoint open sets Qt(X) (i= 1, 2, 3) whose union contains I -X, such that Q%(X) is open in the plane, pEQi(X), and Qi(X) intersects I-X.
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove that I -X is the union of three separated sets.
In order to prove this observe that I -X has property X. By Lemma 1, then I -X -AiVJA2 with Ai and A2 separated. One of the sets Ai or A2 has property X, say Ai. Then Ai -BiKJB2 with Bi and B2 separated. Hence I -X = A2KJBi*UB2 and A2, Bx and B2 are separated. (2) Suppose X = (iyj{p})_-(UUV) is connected. Then, for some i, Qi(U)r\vr\I = 0. (Qi(U) is defined in accordance with Lemma 2, and i is 1, 2, or 3.)
Proof. Assume that, for each i, I(~\Qi(U) in such a way that £ is separated from one of these arcs by the other two. Say, p is separated from Li by L2VJL3. Then consider the set A = Qi(U)-(V\JU). By Lemma 3 and assumption (2), AVj{p\ is connected. But XiG^4 and 4W{/>} does not intersect L2\JL3. This contradicts the connectedness of Ayj{p\, and proves the lemma. We now turn to the proof of the theorem.
Step 1. On the assumption that the theorem is false, we would like to show that there are disjoint connected open sets V and W in the plane intersecting I such that
It is obvious that JW {p} is connected; thus if the theorem is false, IVJ {p} is the union of two connected sets Hi and H2 neither of which is dense in IVj{p} such that pEHi-Since I-Hi has property X, Lemma 1 shows that I-Hi is the union of two separated sets Ki and K2. For * = 1, 2, let Gf be open sets such that GiZ)Ki, G,r\Hi = 0, GiC\G2 = 0. Suppose Fand IF are components of Gi and G2, respectively, intersecting I. In order to show that H is then connected, let us suppose that H = A\JB with A and B separated and p€zA. Since HiQH and Hi is connected, HiQA. But B is closed with respect to I and diBCZHi. Hence A and B are not separated and this contradiction shows that H is connected.
Step 2. We now define a well ordered sequence of plane sets Fa:
Put Fi = W. If a is an ordinal and Fy has been defined for 1 ^7<a, Hence, by Lemma 3, A\j{p) is connected. But then A and 5 are not separated and this contradiction shows that GyV){p] is connected.
Step 3. We will now consider Qt(L), i -1, 2, 3, [L is defined in paragraph 3 of Step 2 and Qt(L) is defined in Lemma 2.] Let J = Qi(L)r\m(G-G).
In this step we will show that 7^0. Therefore diECH and since E is closed relative to I this contradicts the separation of D and E. Hence X is connected.
We can now apply Lemma 4 and conclude that, for some j, Qi(U)r\VrM = 0. Step 4. We will now reach a contradiction by a proof somewhat similar to that of Lemma 4.
For * = 1, 2, 3, let & denote the smallest ordinal such that inG^^O. Observe that /3, is a limit ordinal since for nonlimit ordinals a, Ga = Ga-i\JFa-i and Fa^ir\(G -G) =0. Choose yiEJ^Gpi-
Suppose
Din is an open disk containing yt of radius 1/w. Then, since Pi is a limit ordinal, there is an ordinal ain<Pi such that either (2) of Step (2) we can see that (Gai(~^Qi(L)) V{p} is connected since GaiC(Qi(L)\JQ2(L)VJQ3(L)) and Qi(L), Q2(L), and Qt(L) are separated.
The plane is separated by LiW£2WL3 in such a way that p is separated from one of these arcs by the other two. Say p is separated from Li by L2VJL3. But since XiELir\GaJ~\Qi(L) and since (L2KJL3) r\((Gair\Qi(L))^j{p}) =0, this contradicts the connectedness of (Ga,C\Qi(L)\j{p}); and proves our theorem.
